Zoom Updates: Version 5.8.0
Feature
Poll access for
alternative host

Stop incoming
video feed

Older versions of Zoom
- Only original meeting
Host can create and edit
poll questions
- alternative hosts can
launch poll but not
create new polling
questions

- Video feed will always
be on, unless the other
party chooses to stop
their video.

-

-

-

Easier emoji
selection for inmeeting chat

- Participants can only
choose emoji by clicking
on the smiley face icon
for in-meeting chats
- Hosts and Co-hosts
cannot view the
security settings in a
meeting.

-

Version 5.8.0
Both the original meeting Host and Co-hosts
can create and edit poll questions
If the original meeting Host add alternative
hosts to their meeting via the Zoom web
interface, they can allow alternative hosts to
add or edit polls
o The alternative host in the meeting will
have the additional in-meeting options
to add or edit poll questions.
To preserve bandwidth for shared content,
users in a meeting can disable all incoming
video through the Video settings.
o This will only affect the user’s view of the
meeting, while other users are
unaffected and unaware.
The original meeting Host can enable or
disable this feature for use in meetings in the
Settings of the Zoom web interface.
After entering ‘:’ and two or more letters,
available emojis matching the description will
be shown

Hosts and Co-hosts can quickly check what
security features are currently in effect for the
meeting that they are hosting
o This information can be assessed by
clicking on the encryption shield symbol,
located in the top-left corner of the
meeting
Note: Some features may require the participants (e.g., students) to also be on the newer version of
Zoom in order for it to work.
Security settings
overview

-
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